
New Orleans Drummer Seeking Crowdfunding
Support in Puerto Rico
The result was the development of the GI
S14-10L, a superior drum hoop that
enhances the sound of the shell & rim
shots, will never rust and looks amazing.

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO , USA ,
January 15, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ --
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO  JANUARY
15TH, 2018
Today, PERCUSSION ORDNANCE,
launched a Kickstarter campaign for a
military-grade drum hoop, 
the GI-14S-10L featuring proprietary features that make it a superior product.
The drum hoops are now available for the early bird price of $279 (retail price $349).
The GI-14S-10L has been designed with premium quality in mind. 

As a mechanical engineer I
have dedicated my life to
designing the highest
quality mechanical
components and that is
what I decided to do with
the drum hoop and the
drum tuning key”

Gabriel Martinez

Thanks to the 6061 T6 Aluminum and precise tolerances,
the GI-14S-10L sounds, tunes, and looks great.
“As a mechanical engineer I have dedicated my life to
designing the highest quality mechanical components and
that is what I decided to do with the drum hoop and the
drum tuning key,” said founder Gabriel Martinez.
The result was the development of the GI S14-10L, a
superior drum hoop that enhances the sound of the shell
& rim shots, will never rust and looks amazing. Additionally
the DTK SS drum tuning key utilizes 17-4 stainless and an
ergonomic design that will last forever.
Lifetime Warranty on all components.
I look forward to your support on Kickstarter.

Thank you,
Gabriel Martinez
Owner, Mechanical Engineer

www.percussionordnance.com
For more information and interviews please call Gabriel direct at: 504-905-2849

About Percussion Ordnance:
Founded in 2018 by Gabriel Martinez, a mechanical engineer with a degree from LSU. In his
senior year of college he had to sell his entire drum set in order to pay for college. Recently while
living in Puerto Rico, Martinez decided to start Percussion Ordnance and design drum hardware
for the entire industry.
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